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Hi there! Someone is interested in the
scissor lift you listed. He is comparing
prices. Would you consider S$14,000?

This scissor lift is in excellent condition, and
it is well-maintained. So I only accept
S$15,000.

Agree, that's a fair compromise.
Let us deal with the users first.

Good news! User is willing to
settle at S$15,000!

Great! Let us know when we can
arrange the delivery details.

Once your equipment receiving offer from
potential buyers, Antbuildz team will assist you
in negotiating, filtering interested parties
through our built-in chat system. Ultimately
closing the deal for you. We are your salesman!

Sign Up & Become Partner
Easily sign up with us. Then proceed
to apply to become Antbuildz Partner
with just a click on the top right corner
of the website. 

You can add the unlimited
listing for Free! Listings will be
reviewed and approved within
24 hours.  Once the equipment
listing is approved, it is ready
to connect with potential
buyers in the region.

Arrang e Delivery
The purchase will be
confirmed once full
payment is received from
buyer.  Delivery will be
arranged accordingly.

Comprehensive chat
system for quick
inquiries and prompt
responses within 4
hours.

Fast & Easy Secure
Transaction

Shop confidently with
Antbuildz Assurance, and
comprehensive agreements
safeguarding your transaction
and payment.Access reliable

equipment listings with
comprehensive details—
all equipment listings are
thoroughly verified for
trustworthiness.

Transparency

Receiving Offer &
Confirmation Purchase

Best Price 
Discover the most
competitive equipment
prices in Southeast Asia
from trusted suppliers.

MARKET & SELL 
YOUR EQUIPMENT
IN SMARTER WAY
Antbuildz.com is the Largest B2B
New & Used Equipment
Marketplace. You can effortlessly
buy and sell equipment online,
spanning from brand new to use,
throughout your entire region with
just a few clicks. 

WHY CHOOSE US?

4 STEPS TO SELL

Add Sell Listing

PARTNER GUIDE 

WHY CHOOSE US?

https://antbuildz.com/signup
https://antbuildz.com/newtradinglist
https://antbuildz.com/newtradinglist


SELLER FAQ
SELLER FAQ

Lead time varies by equipment category and seller conditions,
as stated on the website. The lead time can range from being
ready for delivery up to 4 weeks, depending on the location,
type of equipment categories, and condition. Depending on
your situation, you can set the lead time during the equipment
listing process.

No, the selling price is the expected price from the seller.
However, users can make an offer through the messaging
system on the platform. The Antbuildz team will coordinate with
you through the chat system to facilitate the sale.

Yes, sellers need to offer a at least 2-week equipment
warranty on equipment functionality, subject to agreed-upon
conditions. For new equipment, you may also offer an
additional manufacturer's warranty and upload the information
during equipment listing process.

No, it's completely free for sellers to market their assets for
sale on the platform with unlimited listings at this time. We
are the free marketing channel for you to connect with buyers
in the region!

Is there any limitation no. to list the equipment
and listing fees?

Is there any specific lead time?

Is the selling price listed final and non-negotiable?

Are there any warranties that need to be provided
by me for the equipment purchased through
Antbuildz.com?

No, it is not compulsory. Alternatively, the buyer can take
charge of this responsibility. The arrangement for delivery is
flexible and depends on the location. In the case of
overseas delivery, the buyer can be requested to manage
and coordinate the delivery process.

Is the seller compulsory to arrange the delivery?

Yes, it applies to every successful transaction. In every
successful transaction, the responsibility for covering the
transaction fee rests with the seller, and this fee is calculated
as a percentage of the total listed price. Antbuildz determines
the Transaction Fee based on the equipment's condition, with
a rate of 2.5% for new equipment and 5% for used equipment.
Afterall, it is negotiable!

Is there any transaction fee will charged by
Antbuildz.com?
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